
THE RELATION OP dLAdH I'O
INSECT INFESTATION.

iy George R. hopping.

It is estimated that the annual loss to for

ests and forest products of the United states due to

insects amounts to $ 1,000,000. Of this amount by far

the greater loss is from wood boring insects, and par

ticularly from the bark beetles belonging to the fam

ily Ipidae. under favorable conditions some of the mem

bers of this family have been known to take one and one

half million feet on a single area within the short

space of five years. This occurred in the Princeton

district of British Columbia, in a stand of western

yellow pine, Pinua ponderosa, and was caused princi

pally by two species of the genus jjendroctonus. derious

epidemics' are now in progress in British Columbia, south

ern Oregon, and parts of California, Arizona, and Col

orado. Extensive control operations are being carried

on to stem the tide of destruction in these areas. Al

most everyone realizes the importance of fire preven

tion and control. A forest fire is spectacular, where

as depredations by insects are not always conspicuous,

and therefore the actual damage is hard to realize.
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It is only when we see this startling figure represent

ing the annual loss that we realize the importance of

insect control in our National forests.

insect epidemics in the yellow pine areas of

the ..est have increased abnormally during the last ten

or twelve years. In order to employ the best methods

of combating this increase, obviously it is desirable

to find as many as possible of the factors contributing

to it.

It is recognized that bark beetles are present

in relatively small numbers in any stand, here and there

a tree which is weaker than its brothers, due to fire,

fungus, poor soil, lightning, or other factor, is at

tacked by bark beetles and succumbs because of its

feeble vitality. This condition throughout the forest

is known as an endemic infestation. What causes this

endemic condition suddenly to assume epidemic propor

tions? ./hat causes a spot or group of infestea trees

suddenly to appear and increase in number by leaps and

bounds with little apparent check or hindrance?

The opinions of authorities as to the cause

of such sudden attacks and increase agree fairly close

ly both in Europe and America up to the year 1920. The
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general opinion has been that fresh slash, either made

by man or by natural agencies such as wind, lightning,

etc., is the chief factor in the development of insect

epidemics. It has been thought that fresh slash, by its

attractive influence, had the effect of concentrating

the bark beetles, hitherto widely scattered through the

forest in individual trees, in an attack upon the fresh

slash, and that the multiplied progeny of these, emer

ging early the following summer, having no fresh slash

to enter, concentrated their attack on healthy standing

trees in close proximity, thus giving the necessary

start and impetus to produce a widespread and serious

epidemic.

The determination of the correctness of this

view is of supreme importance because the laws of sev

eral states, notably Oregon and .British Columbia, con

tain regulations requiring private timber owners and

timber operators to burn all fresh slash upon $heir

holdings or operations at their own expense. These laws

expressly state that their object is to prevent insect

epidemics, upon the correctness or fallacy of the idea

that slash, in many cases, is directly responsible for

bark beetle infestation, depends the justification of

these laws. If it can be shown that proper slash burn-
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ing will save enough timber to warrant the cost of the

operation, these laws are justifiable, but a just de

mand cannot be made upon a man to pay this cost unless

a reasonable return is made in the form of a substantial

saving of timber, either on his own holdings or on ad

joining lands, it is therefpre highly important to de

termine either that slash is unimportant , or that it

is an appreciable factor in the start and spread of in

sect epidemics.

The latter view has been taken by many of the

leading entomologists and foresters of Germany, jj'rance,

and England for many years and apparently is still held

by them. Thus dchlick in his Manual of Forestry says:

"Broken wood must be worked up and removed

from the forest as soon as possible, or at least barked.

«elling should be arranged against the prevailing winds

in order to avoid extensive windfalls and the consequent

danger from Dark ueene^. . ,j i of

jr carefully earthed over, especially in

coniferous forests, as many highly injurious species of

insects lay their eggs in stumps and roots. Wood felled

during winter is now usually partially barked in strips

if it cannot be removed before the breeding season of

the bark beetles. If, however, these beetles do not find
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their eg<?s in the bark of standing trees."

Dr. G.A. Sohenck in his volume on sorest Pro

tection says:

"Conduct logging at that season at which the

debris left from logging is not apt to form an incubator

for Scolytidae. Remove or burn logging debris or swamp

the tree tops loft, thus creating unfavorable conditions

of moisture, sometimes it is possible to use the debris

as a trap."

Mr. A.J.Gillanders, woods manager to the Juke

of Northumberland in England, states in his Forest En-

ton:

"Branches should always be burned and so far

as practicable, when the insects are in the larval stage.'

It is apparent that French entomologists are

of the same opinion, for when a blow down occurs in their

forests they immediately take steps to have the trees

barked or used up. Of course this is partly from the-util

ization standpoint as well as for protective purposes.

In regard to France Dr. A.D.Hopkins says:*

"It would appear that the European species are

much less aggressive in respect to attacking healthy

trees, and that there (in France) most of the instances

"llotable depredations, U.S.D.A. Year hook
1907, pp. 149-164.
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of bark beetle depredations have followed as the result

of previous injury by storms and defoliating insects

and that the bark beetles 'are only able to extend their

depredations into the living timber after they had in

creased to enormous numbers in the injured trees.

"An extensive invasion of bark beetles occurred

in the Jura Fountains after a bad storm on November 6,

1864. The depredations extended from the storm felled to

the standing timber and continued until 1872. It was not

until 1869 and 1870, after more tham 100,000 trees had

perished, that proper measures were taken, visually,

felling and barking the infested trees before the beetle

broods emerged. By this means the beetle was brought

under complete control in 1892, after 181,000 trees had

perished.

"Twenty years later the writer visited a sec

tion of the Vosges mountains just north of Jura where a

storm of Larch 30, 1892 had blown down some 500,000

spruce trees. To avoid a repetition of the bark beetle

invasion, every one of these trees had been barked.

This was a striking example of utilization of infor

mation gained from the experience mentioned above."

Again hr. hopkins states:*

"If a pine tree standing among or near a grove

*U.S.D.A. Farmers Bulletin 1188
The southern Pine Beetle, p. 12.
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of woods of living pine, is either struck by lightning

or felled and barked, or split into cordwood during the

summer and early fall, it will as a rule attract the

beetles within a radius of three: or four miles and re

sult in the starting of a new center of infestation and

in the death of a large number of trees. It is dangerous

to cut pine trees in the summer months when the south

ern pine beetle is killing trees in the neighborhood."

I also wish to state that Dr. J. ... Monro, one

of the foremost of English entomologists, maintains the

same opinion that the majority of European authorities

hold.

..ithin the last four years a second theory has

been advanced by certain entomologists of the United

States, who believe that slash has far less influence

upon the spread of infestation than formerly supposed.

These men base their opinion mainly upon two series of

experiments, one conducted by Dr. S. A. (iraham in

Minnesota, and the other by men of the Bureau of ento

mology in California and southern Oregon.

It is not my purpose in this article to up

hold either view, because at the present time no one

can say which is the correct one. sufficient experi

mental work has not been done covering an adequate num-
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ber of years. The results of the experimental work are

not, as yet, conclusive. It is my intention, however,

to correlate the work which has already been done and

to add further data resulting from experiments with

yellow pine slash in uritish Columbia.

The first noteworthy attempt to determine the

influence of slash on the spread of insect infestation

was carried on from 1920 to 1922 by Dr. S. A. Graham of

the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment station. These ex

periments were conducted in Itaska Park, Minnesota, sup

plemented by observations in the same state, in eastern

Canada, and in New York State.*

Briefly the experiments were as follows:

Sample plots of slash were selected on logged areas

representing average slash conditions after logging, and

situated under varying degrees of light from full sun

to complete shade. Each plot was further divided into

several portions according to the character of the slash,

such as small branches, thin barked branches, thick

barked branches, tops, and stumps. Attempt was then made

to determine the number and different species of in

sects attacking these various parts of the slash. This

was done on burned over areas as well as unburned areas.

The species used were Pinus divaricata, Pinus resinosa,

*Paper LTo.314 Journal Series, Minn. Exp. Sta.
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and Pinus strobus.

The greatest number of potentially injurious

species were found in the stumps, large branches, tops,

and broken and cull logs. Dr.Graham gives the follow

ing summary of the results:

"Prom data accumulated during the course of

this study, supplemented by observations of a more gen

eral nature, we are forceu to conclude that slash burn

ing under northeastern forest conditions is not as

effective a factor, as has been generally believed, for

the following reasons:

1. Very few truly primary insects are found

breeding in slash.

2. normally harmless species occasionally

appearing in such large numbers that they may become

temporarily injurious, breed in slash, but usually the

larger materials are more suited to their needs than

the small branches.

3. In addition to the slash, the stumps fur

nish ideal breeding places for insects.

4. in practically no slash burning operation

is any effort made to char the stumps, and ordinarily

only that part of the larger material used for weighting

down the pile is burned.

5. Pieces lying near the ground in the bot-
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tom of slash piles are entirely unsuitable as food for

injurious insects and only serve as a breeding place

for purely harmless or beneficial species."

Dr. Graham further states, "In order to be ef

fective as a means of insect control, all of the large

branches, tops, broken logs, and butts, should be

thoroughly scorched by fire, slash fires should be built

over the stumps. This would add materially to the cost

of slash burning."

In conclusion he says,"In the light of these

findings it appears that in northeastern forests, burn

ing is not the best method of handling slash for insect

control, it is much more effective to leave the slash

piled in such a way that most of the large diameter mat

erial is laid close to the ground and covered with the

finer parts of the slash. As far as possible piles should

be built over stumps, thus reducing more breeding places.

Therefore, from the evidence here presented, a general

policy of slash burning cannot be recommended as an ef

fective method of forest insect control. Let us, instead

of burning, substitute better methods of piling slash

to prevent multiplication of harmful insects."

Although I am unfamiliar with northeastern

forest conditions, and Dr. Graham may be entirely cor

rect as regards this section of the country, I feel
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that there are several criticisms which will apply to

these observations:

1. It is practically impossible to obtain

accurate counts of species infesting slash unless the

slash is enclosed in suitable, insect proof cae-es.

There are too many chances of escape. Exit holes are

often hidden and many are missed even in the most care

ful examination, as well as many of the insects them

selves.

2. It is difficult to see how the thorough

scorching of the larger portions of the slash would

cost more than the segregation of the slash, so as to

place the larger material close to the ground, cover

ing it with the smaller portions. As for piling the slash

over the stumps so as to scorch them, Dr. uraham recom

mends this anyway in his system of piling, so there

would be no added expense to that other than the actual

burning.

3. It is obvious from Dr. Ciraham's paper

that the slash burning he refers to was not done with

insect control as the chief purpose in view, but as a

fire prevention measure. Today much of the slash dis

posal is done with the express purpose of insect con

trol, and when done under proper supervision, all parts

are charred, under these conditions the cure is certain,
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even if the cost is slightly more, if, however, these

experiments are a correct indication of slash conditions

in general, slash ceases to be a menace from the insect

control standpoint, and the added cost of burning is

not justified.

In June 1923, the Bureau of Entomology com

menced experiments in California and southern uregon

to determine, if possible, just how great an influence

yellow pine slash exerted upon infestation in surround

ing timber. Two types of slash were studied, that pro

duced by clearing for highways and roads, and that pro

duced by milling operations. Mr. h. L. Person of the

hureau of entomology very kindly loaned me the results

of the mill slash studies and a progress report of the

road slash studies. The latter, as indicated, is still

under observation, so that final resultac, are not avail

able at this time. Following is a condensed account of

the mill slash studies and of the right-of-way studies

so far.

Eleven slash areas resulting from logging were

studied as well as one from railroad right-of-way cut

tings, and one from cuttings along a road right-of-way.

These areas were situated in Klamath County, Oregon,

and san Joaquin county, California, including operations
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of the Collier Lumber Co.,Lorenz number Co.,Dine Lumber

Co.,southern Oregon Lumber Co..Michael Logging Operation,

sprague xiiver Lumber Co. .chiloquin Lumber Co.,and the

Strayhorn Railroad Right-of-way, all of these being in

the Klamath region. The areas studied in the Dorthfork

region included slash of the rtousch Tray manufacturing

Co.,childers Lumber Co.,and slash from the chilkoot

Creek Forest service road.

The slash examined was representative of the

typical logging debris, including butts, cull logs,tops,

and branches of yellow pine cut between June 1, 1922

and June 1, 1923. The general procedure of examination

was as follows:

Sample pieces of slash were selected in each

area and carefully numbered. These samples were all

over twelve inches in diameter because it was found by

previous experiments that no primary insects breed in

appreciable quantities in anything smaller than this

dimension. The dimensions of each piece was noted and

the number and species of insects found in them. The

samples selected in the mill slash studies ranged in

number from 22 pieces to 48 pieces. In the right-of-way

studies the pieces consisted of logs or whole trees

ranging in number from 32 trees on the strayhorn Rail-
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road project to 69 trees on the Chilkoot Koad study.

The percent of the mill slash pieces infested

ranged from 5> to 95?bj»ith an average og 32.8/0 or less

than half. The number of infested logs in the right-

of-way studies ranged from 34> to 84% with an average

of 59 .

The highest number of attacking D. brevicomis

for all areas was only 66/0 of normal. Normal attack and

emergence are taken from P. P. Keene's Ashland Studies

for 191b and 1916. The figures are as follows and Mr.

Keene considers them normal for standing trees in an

active infestation.

Attacks per square foot 6.80

Beetles per attack 2.60

Attacking beetles per sq. ft. 17.60

mergence per sq. ft. 80.00

The emergence for all areas ranged from 9%

to 23/o of normal.

In ten areas the infestation in the timber

surrounding the slash was found to have decreased fol

lowing the cutting. In only one area was there an appre

ciable increase in the surrounding infestation, in two

areas the infestation was neither larger nor smaller.

The results of these experiments seem to show
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pretty conclusively that slash has very little effect

upon infestation in yellow pine. I should like to call

attention, however, to a few factors which may have had

some influence upon the results.

It is admitted by the men who conducted these

experiments that the infestation over the entire area

is on the decline. If such be the case, it means that

the natural enemies of the bark beetles have increased

to the point where, aided by control operations, they

are actually reducing the infestation, examples of such

cycles are not uncommon in the insect world. As in the

region under discussion, this generally happens after

enormous damage has been done to the standing timber;

but where this has taken place, and natural enemies are

getting control of the infestation, obviously , slash

would have little effect in increasing the infestation,

and the results obtained in these experiments would be

the logical ones to expect. If the infestation in this

region had been in its infancy, it is probable that the

results would have been different.

Even if we should grant that the infestation

over this region, was in its infancy, I can find only

four cases out of the eleven in which the slash was cut
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at the most favorable time for infestation, namely in

early spring, in all of the other cases it was either

cut during summer or fall. It is true that there is

a second late emergence in this locality, but the first

emergence in the latter part of June and early July is

the major one which, if there be any attractive influ

ence, would respond to fresh slash cut in May or early

June. It must be noted that in the four cases where

the slash was cut in early spring, no increase was ap

parent in the surrounding timber, but on the other

hand no decrease took place either.

It has been the experience of some entomolo

gists, both in Canada and the United states, that the

increase from an initial infestation, supposedly caused

by slash, is not apparent until several years after the

operations of the loggers have ceased upon the immedi

ate area. Fresh slash may take up much of the emergence.

The first few trees infested may easily be mistaken for

an odd patch in the normal emdemic condition which i3

present in nearly all yellow pine stands. One cannot be

sure until a noticeable patch is attacked. For this

reason it seems that these experiments have not covered

a sufficient number of years as yet.
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The last observation which might be made is

one which has been previously mentioned in connection

with Dr. Grahams slash studies, and that id, that no

truly accurate data can be obtained on the number of

beetles emerging from slash without the use of cages.

It is true that this method has some disadvantages. For

instance, by caging portions of the slash on the ground,

an extensive territory cannot be covered on account of

building and maintaining the cages. But it has the all-

important advantage of being accurate, if the cages are

properly constructed and properly tended.

After consideration of the above experiments

which, relegate slash, as a factor in bark beetle attack,

to the discard, let us now examine the other side of the

question and see what the factors are that do indicate

a relationship between slash and insect attack.

In almost all cases of bark beetle outbreak

noted in the yellow pine stands of British Columbia, the

start of the infestation has occurred near some milling

or clearing operation. In each of the following cases

the start of the outbreak occurred at the edge of a fresh

cutting: Eingsvale, voght valley, Lorna, Midday valley,

and Coldwater Valley. These are the main centers of in

festation in British Columbia at the present time. This
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area was exceedingly favorable for study at the time

these observations were made because many of the in

festations were just gaining impetus. This close

association of insect attack and fresh slash has been

noted by Mr. Hopping in parts of California and other

localities throughout the yellow pine regions of the West

This relationship has been so consistent that it seems

to indicate a connection. These are general observations

and must be taken for what they are worth, such obser

vations are often of great value but for reliable data,

however, recourse must be had to definite experiments.

The following data were obtained from a series

of cage experiments upon which I had the opportunity of

working. They were donducted by Mr. Ralph hopping, For

est Entomologist of .British Columbia, to determine the

number of primarily injurious insects emerging from var

ious types of yellow pine slash. This is only the begin

ning of the experimental work of caging slash in the

field. It is hoped that during the next five or six

years further experimental work will show definitely

whether there is an important relationship between fresh

slash and infestation.

These cage experiments were conducted on an
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area in Midday /alley, British Columbia, on land cut

over by the Hicola Pine Lumber Co., in the winter of

1923 and spring of 1924. Early in June 1924, before

any Dendroctonus emergence had taken place, five slash

cages were erected on this area. The slash samples

were not selected for completeness of attack but repre

sented average slash conditions over the entire area.

The slash was caged as found upon the area. Two of the

cages contained a cull log each, two contained a top

each, and one contained a stump. It may be interesting

to note how these cages were constructed.

A rough framework was first erected out of

poles, the size depending upon the size of the sample to

be caged, a number of uprip-hts were first placed in

the form of a rectangle, the distance between uprights

being about four feet, cross pieces were then placed

joining the tops. Small poles were nailed along the sides

and top and across the ends, strips of fine mesh cheese

cloth were then tacked to these on the inside, the joint

between strips coming directly over the piles in every

case, in order to insure tightness at the joints, the

edges of the strips were turned over in a ham and tack

ed every two or three inches. This method of construction

leaves no wood inside the cage except the sample, jiach



sjlash caae containing stump [right)
and one containing cull fag LIeft)

Showing burned slash pile in the
left -foreground. Improper burning
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cage was made high enough for a man to stand upright

within it. An insect proof door covered with cheese

cloth was fitted in the end. A better idea of the cage

may be had from the accompanying illustration.

The content of each cage was collected

every afternoon during the period of emergence and a

sufficient time thereafter to be sure that emergence

had ceased, collections started about June 20, and con

tinued into August, a period of approximately 60 days.

The following tabulations show the number of Dendroc

tonus by species, and the number of Ips, all species

grouped together, which emerged from the samples.

2£- I uul1 L°g ii£. 2 cull Log

D. brevicomis 72
D. monticolae 5
Ips 19
D. valens 0

Do. 4 Top

D. brevicomis 0
D. monticola 83
D. valens 0
ips 74

ho. 5_ stump

D. brevicomis 3
D. monticolae 4

D. valens 0

Ips 272

D. brevicomis
D. monticolae
D. valens

Ips

50

7

2

68

i!0. 3 Top

D. brevicomis

D. monticolae

D. valens

Ips

4

62

0

68
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l You will note that in the cull logs D. brevi

comis far outnumbers u. monticolae, while in the tips

the reverse condition is true. In the stump the uendroc-

tonus are very few while the Ips are far more numerous

than in the other samples, since the Ips emerge earlier

than the Dendroctonus, it is believed that some may have

emerged previous to the construction of the cage.

On this same logged area, sample acres aver

aged 15 stumps, 15 tops, and 3 cull logs. This makes an

average of 1434 Dendroctonus per acre and 5232 Ips.

These numbers may at first seem trivial, but

when they are multiplied by the total number of acres

of fresh slash, it can easily be seen that the total

emergence is no negligible factor. A hundred acres of

slash is not uncommon, which would mean 143,400 Den

droctonus emerging and 523,200 ips. It is extremely

probable that this number, concentrated as they are,

may be sufficient to attack and kill a small group of

living trees thus producing the start of an infestation.

stated before, they would probably have Utile

effect if the infestation were on the decrease over the

entire region, but where no infestation had as yet

occurred, except the invariable scattering trees at
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wide intervals, or when the infestation was young and

on the increase, it seems probable that the concentration

indicated by tnese experiments would contribute an e I

the infestation, or, in the first case, cause

the start of one.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon this fac

tor of concentration. The Bureau of Entomology men who

conducted the experiments seem to/accentuate the fact

that the emergence in the majority of their samples was

far below normal for trees killed in the midst of a live

ly infestation, to me, this factor of breeding up in

slash is of minor importance compared to the factor of

attraction from scattering trees into a concentrated

area. If the emergence from such concentrated areas is

sufficient to attack a small group of healthy trees and

kill them, the breeding up will take place there end will

be evidenced by the tremendously increased numbers emer

ging from them.

It is not claimed that these experiments with

cages have proved this last point, but they have proved

that green yellow pine slash does concentrate Dendroc

tonus and other destructive bark beetles into a small area.

They have also proved that tops under 12 inches in dia

meter breed Dendroctonus in appreciable numbers.
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To summarize then, the Bureau of entomology

experiments have resulteu in the following conclusions:

1. That by comparison, the emergence of Den

droctonus per unit area of slash is far less than the

emergence from a like unit of area on a standing tree.

2. That there is no apparent increase of in

festation in the vicinity of the slash which could be

attributed to the slash.

3. That only the larger pieces of slash, such

as cull or broken logs and pieces with a minimum diameter

of 12 inches, contain primary insects in appreciable quan

tities.

4. That the attractive influence of slash is

negligible.

The general conclusion is that slash exerts

very little influence upon insect infestation in yellow

pine. On the other hand , the experiments conductea in

British Columbia indicate:

1. That slash is a decided factor in concen

trating primary bark beetles within a small area.

2. That pieces of slash under 12 inches do

breed Dendroctonus in appreciable quantities.

The general conclusion is that slash may,
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under favorable conditions, cause the start of an in

festation.

The conflicting results of the two experiments

are probably due to the differing condition® under which

they were conducted. T<'or instance, in British Columbia

there are two species of Dendroctonus almost equally des

tructive to yellow pine. Dendroctonus brevicomis gener

ally attacks the larger trees, while D. monticolae con

fines its attack mainly to the smaller trees and tops.

This would account for the fact that pieces of slash un

der 12 inches in diameter are attacked in British Colum

bia, while in southern Oregon, where u. brevicomis does

almost all of the damage, this is not the case.

Further experiments will undoubtedly reveal

which of these two views is the correct one, or perhaps,

under differing conditions, that they are both correct.

Until such time we must be content with the results al

ready obtained.
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